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The Best of the Blues Brothers

Everybody Needs Somebody

Arranger: Henk Ummels

For Band
Concert Band / 5 Parts Flexible + Percussion
01.3010.05

Everybody Needs Somebody

(Voice swaps and octave changes in parts are made for simplifying playing)

Part 1
Part 2
Part 3
Part 4
Part 5
Drum Set
Timpani
Percussion (ad lib)
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Repeat ad lib. (space for narrator)
(last time, cresc.)
Gimme some Lovin'

$ q = 140$

Dr. Timp Perc.

Hi! mf (sempre sec)

Dal Segno al ø

MiniScore

MiniScore

MiniScore
In the wake of the success of the first part of "The Best of the Blues Brothers," Henk Ummels created a worthy successor. This second part features the hits ‘Think’, ‘Minnie the Moocher’ and ‘I’m a Soulman’. This work is written for ‘Flexible Winds’, a five-part flexible instrumentation, allowing any beginning youth band to create a full sound from the very start.